The project, funded by the National Research Council of Ecuador and the Economic and Social Research Council in Britain, developed an integrated construction system to transform and empower everyday practices in the deprived settlement of Monte Sinai, in Ecuador. With the aim of harnessing and redistributing the value stemming from building practices in the neighbourhood, the system fosters the community's involvement in the industrialisation of standardised bamboo panels. These serve as the basic components of a construction language that enables local dwellers to disseminate a series of adaptable architectural and infrastructural typologies to support dwelling, commercial and productive programs.

From easy-to-assemble, modular housing units to platforms for social engagement, exchange and circulation, the research relied on innovative participatory and action-based methodologies to detect existing technical skills, understand the networks of provision of building materials and minimise environmental impacts. Working in conjunction with local activists and neighbours, the Ministry of Urban Development and Housing and NGOs, the project presented an alternative vision for the urbanisation of peripheral settlements: one that finds in the socialisation of a construction system a means to materialise and imagine a more egalitarian and just urban life.
Share knowledge, promote discussion, reflection and awareness, and collaborate in the advancement of the social production of habitat

The ongoing active research project in Monte Sinai entangles design, construction and local technical knowledge into a unique platform for participation and community involvement. The aim of the intervention was to co-produce a construction system that would allow local dwellers to build and manipulate the physical supports needed to carry out their everyday activities.

To this end, the project first employed a series of methodological tactics to capture the way residents have socially and politically engaged with the territory, to register the adaptations they have made to their dwellings, to accommodate multiple programs and to map the incremental upgrades made to their homes and plots of land. This jointly-produced body of research directly informed the initial design for the housing unit, helping to identify local material networks, the relationships between different actors (both individuals and organisations), and labour availability.

The outcome of this collaborative process is a construction system that enables residents to adapt their physical surroundings according to their needs and desires. The initiative equips the community with a set of architectural tools that allows them to control and participate in the construction process that shapes their neighbourhood.

1:1 Built Adaptations

While many more housing units are under development, the construction of three 1:1 prototypes became fundamental to understanding both technical and social implications of the system and its potential for adaptability.

1. Initial Prototype

Served to develop and exchange ideas regarding constructive detailing of the housing unit together with builders and neighbours of Monte Sinai

2. Productive Prototype

Served to explore how the constructive system may adapt into a productive house with possibilities for micro-cultivation of vegetables and spices.

3. Community Prototype

Developed as a community space, in close conjunction with prospective occupants of future units in order to explore floor plan alternatives and exemplify adaptability to the neighbours.
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“Facilitate the use of appropriate technologies, materials and labour adequate to local values, to the cultural specificity and responsive to the natural environment;”

The construction system was assembled around the recuperation and inclusion of local materials and local technical knowledges. As an adaptable and productive housing typology, the housing unit unfolds through the combination of standardised bamboo panels and the application of local building and constructive techniques that are reproduced through self-build experiments. Bamboo is a local material that has been manipulated and used in the region for centuries.

The decision to incorporate bamboo—a construction material that carries a social stigma in Ecuador—into the design of the housing unit is one example of how the design process sought to reconcile environmental, social and economic issues. By proposing a concrete block core from which a range of formations of bamboo supports and panels could be constructed to create enclosures and platforms for different domestic uses, the housing unit seeks to demonstrate bamboo’s utility in application with other materials. By foregrounding bamboo as a material with strong internal environmental regulation properties, aesthetic value, and geographic and financial accessibility, the housing unit aims to erode bamboo’s connotations of poverty and structural inadequacy.
“Support participatory, democratic, multicultural and interdisciplinary processes and approaches in strengthening community solidarity as a factor of rural and urban social development”

This project looks into the promotion and enhancement of social production of habitat through a process of community inclusion, use of popular technical knowledge, and the local production of materials and construction techniques. Through the application of these parameters, a construction system is developed which aims to not only respond to local everyday and future needs, but to act as a platform for investigation and further experimentation. By the direct involvement of the community during fieldwork, development, proposal and realisation, the project promotes discussion and establishes awareness about the community within itself, and between the community and external bodies and organisations such as local NGOs, the Ministry of Housing and so on; a fact which ultimately leads to an increased sense of control of the locals over their own built environment.

In order to socialise the benefits of the bamboo construction system, we combined the experience of walking through 1:1 prototypes of the housing unit with a 1:50 construction model.

The 1:50 model, which comprised all of the component parts of the housing unit, allowed members of the community to understand the scope of adaptability and expandability of the typology giving the residents the opportunity to provide feedback as to how the design could be altered to better respond to their practical domestic needs.

Images of the model as a communication tool with the community involved in the programme.

The model being presented to the community.

Pages from the manual used to explain both the construction and expandability of the SUYA.
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